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Abstract Programs for vaccination against the new

influenza A/H1N1 targeting many hundred million citizens

in Europe and the USA are to be launched in the fall of this

year. The USA is planning to employ a non-adjuvanted

vaccine, whereas European nations are opting for inclusion

of MF59, the adjuvant contained in an alternative seasonal

flu vaccine, or the related adjuvant AS03 that is contained

in a recently developed H5N1 vaccine. We draw attention

to unappreciated hazards of using adjuvanted vaccine in

Europe. Evidence from animal experiments in conjunction

with clinical epidemiological data indicates that, quite

irrespective of cause, stimulation of the immune system

may accelerate atherogenesis. Application of adjuvanted

flu vaccines to individuals at risk may therefore aggravate

the course of underlying atherosclerotic vessel disease with

all the clinical consequences. The same may hold true for

other widespread diseases that are propelled by deregulated

immune mechanisms. Safety trials conducted to date have

not specifically taken these possible side effects into

account, and unexpected serious adverse effects thus may

follow in the wake of a general vaccination program.

A prudent consequence would be to establish careful sur-

vey systems alongside with mass application of new

adjuvanted vaccines, or to hold mass vaccination in reserve

for use only in situations of true need, such as would arise

with the emergence of a more virulent new H1N1 virus

strain, or to use non-adjuvanted vaccines in individuals

who are potentially at risk for adverse side effects.

Background

The current flu pandemic that originated in Mexico in April

2009 has triggered a global reaction of unprecedented

dimension in science and society [1, 2]. Fortunately, the

H1N1 virus has not yet transformed itself into the dreaded

killer, although well over 300.000 infections have been

documented [3]. The probability that such a transformation

will ever take place is thus obviously small, but a single

event could have dire consequences. With high priority,

vaccination programs were accordingly conceived and are

already on the verge of implementation [4, 5]. Vaccination

is also expected to reduce the death toll and costs for hos-

pitalization incurred by H1N1. Somewhat oddly, the same

arguments have not been made to implement a similar

vaccination program against seasonal flu, which would

appear reasonable. Instead, at least 1.000.000.000 Euros are

planned to be spent to vaccinate one-third of the German

population against H1N1, and troubled discussions are

ongoing behind the scenes as to how this is to be financed.

The vaccines

Non-adjuvanted vaccines are alike to conventional sea-

sonal flu vaccines. Antigen content can be reduced through
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addition of adjuvant, and a number of adjuvanted flu vac-

cines have accordingly been developed [6]. One is modeled

after Fluad�, the vaccine developed over 10 years ago that

contains the adjuvant MF59 and that is also being

employed worldwide mainly in subjects over 65 years of

age. About 45 million doses of Fluad� have been used over

the last 10 years with no serious side effects being recog-

nized to date. A number of arguments speak for inclusion

of MF59 or a related agent in H1N1 vaccines, and many

European Nations including Germany have opted for this

choice. Until recently, the US has favored employment of

non-adjuvanted vaccine, but discussions on this issue are

currently ongoing, and a final decision is still pending. The

question whether adjuvanted vaccine needs to be applied

once or twice is also not definitely settled. A first report

indicates that a single application may suffice in adults [7].

MF59, a squalene oil-in-water emulsion with yet poorly

delineated mechanism of action, appears to target mono-

cytes, macrophages and dendritic cells via mechanisms

distinct from those mediated from danger signals. MF59

induces macrophage recruitment to the injection site and

appears to promote uptake of antigen by macrophages

and dendritic cells. In vitro experiments indicate that

MF59 induces a range of chemoattractants but not classical

proinflammatory cytokines in human monocytes and

monocyte-derived macrophages [8]. However, injection of

adjuvanted flu vaccine frequently causes local pain and

occasionally fever [7], an indication that proinflammatory

cytokines are generated in appreciable amounts. MF59-

adjuvanted flu-vaccines have been applied in young chil-

dren but there is little experience with their use in pregnant

women. Another adjuvanted H1N1 vaccine is based on an

H5N1-vaccine developed by GSK [9]. The AS03 adjuvant

is very similar to MF59. In addition to squalene, the GSK

vaccine also contains the non-ionic detergent polysorbate

80 (Tween 80), with uncharacterized pharmacokinetic

and immunological properties, and alpha-Tocopherol.

Studies with vaccines containing AS03 in infants, young

children or pregnant women have not been published.

Current clinical studies are being conducted with children

aged 3–17.

Hidden dangers of adjuvanted H1N1 vaccines

While the possible risks of the current vaccination program

have been the subject of countless discussions, one

potential hazard may still not have been adequately

addressed, and to this attention is drawn here. It is today

widely held that immunopathological mechanisms underlie

chronic diseases of natures so diverse that no common

denominator could have come to mind prior to the advent

of modern immunology. A major conceptual hurdle that

needed to be taken is related to the lack of recognizable

specificity of such self-destructive processes. Now, it is

realized that innate, unspecific immune mechanisms rival

adaptive immunity in fueling the pathology of some of the

most widespread diseases of mankind including athero-

sclerosis, inflammatory bowel disease, demyelinating dis-

eases and non-infectious arthritis. These examples are

given to highlight their diversity; the list is ever growing.1

Paired with this is the emerging concept that such

pathological processes sometimes have their roots in

physiological events that normally serve meaningful bio-

logical purposes. Atherosclerosis is a case in point.

Mobilization of innate immune components to intimal

lipids possibly represents a physiological means to clear

tissues of cholesterol, whose poor solubility necessitates its

removal by macrophages. Clinical manifestations of ath-

erosclerotic vessel disease ensue only when pathological

late lesions evolve as the cholesterol removal machinery

breaks down through overload. Lesional macrophages then

cease to execute their physiological function in a quiescent

manner and detrimental effects follow with all the known

clinical consequences.

An aspect of prime interest relates to the question of

whether such processes can be influenced by accompany-

ing, primarily unrelated immunological events. Again,

atherosclerosis is a disease for which an emphatic affir-

mative answer must be given. It is today disputed that

flawed regulation of innate and adaptive immunity can

accelerate and aggravate atherogenesis. While debates

abound on the relative importance of innate versus adaptive

mechanisms,2 they do not detract from this basic tenet,

which satisfactorily accounts for the long-known clinical

observation that lesion pathology is fuelled by such diverse

conditions as acute and chronic infections or stress,

smoking and diabetes.

That immune activation occurring at sites remote from

the lesions themselves should be able to influence their

progression likely derives from the mobility and lack of

specificity of monocyte/macrophages. Thus, while these

cells usually perform their physiological, cholesterol-

scavenging function in the absence of inflammation,

homeostasis is labile and can be disrupted when concom-

itant external or internal danger signals arrive on the scene.

This concept of immune-mediated collateral damage has

been borne out by straightforward experiments. For

example, rabbits on hypercholesterolemic diet given low

dose injections of endotoxin that caused brief rises of only

1�C in body temperature developed markedly larger

1 As of 22.9.2009, PubMed hits for innate immunity and inflamma-

tory bowel disease: 472; atherosclerosis: 445; demyelinating disease:

402; reactive arthritis: 82.
2 PubMed hits for adaptive immunity and atherosclerosis: 106.
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atherosclerotic lesions than controls [10]. This is particu-

larly relevant in the present context because it highlights

the fact that macrophage stimulation accelerates athero-

genesis in the absence of any infection [10, 11]. Toll-like-

receptor polymorphisms influence the response of cells to

activating stimuli, and weak responses render individuals

less prone to atherosclerotic vascular disease [12]. Ciga-

rette smoke provokes a spectrum of proinflammatory

effects, which provide a simple explanation for its ath-

erogenic effects.3 Advanced glycation end products

(AGEs) were originally linked to atherosclerotic cardio-

vascular disease. Binding of AGEs to their receptor

(RAGE) induces sustained inflammatory signal amplifica-

tion [13, 14] and this may be one reason why diabetes

accelerates atherogenesis in humans, and why elimination

of the receptor retards atherosclerosis in animals [15].

These few examples should suffice to transmit that if, at

any stage, vaccination drives macrophages into their

inflammatory state, the effects on atherosclerosis will

hardly be unpredictable and acute clinical events could be

precipitated. Causes might be the adjuvant or another

ingredient, a combination of both, or any other inflamma-

tory events provoked by intramuscular injection of the

vaccine.

Against this background, the discomforting question

arises whether any clinical data exist that would relieve us

of these concerns. The simple answer is no. Although

millions of individuals have been vaccinated with the

adjuvanted flu vaccine, data relating to any of the previous

questions have not been systematically acquired. Trials

conducted with H1N1 vaccines also do not and cannot

address these questions. Such trials would have to be

conducted in individuals with identified risk factors, and

observations would have to be made over extended periods

of time. The latter also holds for healthy young individuals

who are to repeatedly receive adjuvanted vaccines over

years or decades. That unknown dangers may also be

lurking here should be self-evident. To top matters, the

GSK flu vaccine with its novel combination of adjuvant

and additives has not ever been applied to a large number

of recipients. The adjuvant included in the GSK vaccine is

AS03 in the same or similar formulation previously

employed in the adjuvanted H5N1 influenza vaccine [9].

The safety of that vaccine was assessed in 400 volunteers.

Fever developed in 4 of 200 participants who received non-

adjuvanted vaccine and in 15 participants who received the

adjuvanted vaccine [9]. Adjuvantation markedly increased

the incidence of all other registered local and general

symptoms, e.g. local redness: 20.5% (?) vs. 12% (-);

swelling: 18.5% (?) vs. 6% (-); muscle aches: 43.5% (?)

vs. 15.5% (-). If anything, these data should serve to

nurture rather than to dispel the present concerns. As

commented in an overview released by the WHO, evalu-

ation of potential immune-mediated effects of AS03 adju-

vanted vaccines is currently limited by the small number of

events and unbalanced randomization of subjects [6].

Clearly, the case is open.

A most recent publication might convey the impression

that the situation may be more favorable for the MF59

adjuvanted vaccine [16]. A retrospective analysis was

compiled from 63 clinical trials conducted between 1992–

1993 and 2007–2008 influenza seasons in Europe, USA,

Australia and South America, and data were acquired for a

total of 4,115 elderly subjects vaccinated with and 1,753

subjects vaccinated without MF59. There was a tendency

toward lower risks of adverse cardiovascular events in the

(?) MF59 group. However, demographic data on race were

not available for 70–75% of the enrolled population, and

cases of myocardial infarctions were neither given nor

compared with the expected numbers. Thus, this study also

provides no real answers to the present questions.

Now, it could be argued that the discussed hazards of

vaccination are just hypothetical and, given the impossi-

bility of conducting the necessary safety trials, cannot be

taken as arguments to impede implementation of the vac-

cination programs. Vice versa, however, fear that emer-

gence of a hypervirulent H1N1 strain will emerge or that

the clinical course of infections with the present virus will

dramatically worsen during the winter also rests on con-

jecture. The argument that mass vaccination could signif-

icantly reduce the chances that a hypervirulent strain

emerges is difficult to follow, because only a small part of

the world population is being targeted for protection.

The possible connection between vaccination of indi-

viduals at risk and triggering of life-threatening cardiac

events might have just been on the verge of discovery in

2003. During January 24 to May 2, 2003, smallpox vaccine

was administered to 36.000 civilians in the USA. Five

myocardial infarctions (MI) occurred within 3 weeks, the

time frame empirically chosen to define possible side

effects, following vaccination in individuals aged 46–65.

Five MI were higher than the two that would have been

expected in this age group, and approached but did not

exceed the upper 95% predictive interval of 5.4 [17].

If our arguments are followed, the thought that a live

vaccine cannot be compared with the present flu vaccine

will hardly come to bear. Collateral damage occurring in

atherosclerotic lesions will likely be incurred through any

vigorous activation of the immune system. This point needs

to be reiterated, for only thus can the generality of the

present arguments be appreciated. That acute stress situa-

tions can precipitate cardiac events is common knowledge,

and triggering of the proinflammatory arm of the immune

system can be alikened to such a situation. Clinical3 29 PubMed hits for proinflammatory effects of cigarette smoke.
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manifestations will, of course, only occur in the few indi-

viduals who are on the brink of a cardiovascular event. But

consider that the intended number of H1N1 vaccinations in

Europe is 10.000-fold higher than the number of civilian

smallpox vaccinees in 2003. Furthermore, individuals with

chronic underlying diseases including cardiac and pulmonary

patients are among the first to be targeted in the impending

anti-H1N1 campaign. It is noteworthy that cardiovascular

diseases actually became recognized as contraindications for

smallpox immunization during the short course of the 2003

campaign. What a disaster if the forthcoming program should

force us in hindsight to realize that the same holds true for flu

vaccinations!

It may be argued that a CDC article published in

October 2003 explicitly negated a connection between

smallpox vaccination and adverse cardiac events [18]. In

that retrospective study, the New York City Department of

Health and Mental Hygiene analyzed data from NYC death

certificates of 1947, when 6.000.000 NYC residents (80%

of the population) were vaccinated against smallpox during

the 4 week period after a smallpox outbreak. The conclu-

sion was that there was no increase in cardiac deaths, so

those observed after the 2003 campaign were probably

unrelated to the vaccine. But what if that study had missed

its mark simply because of the lower prevalence of ath-

erosclerosis in the 1947 US population? Furthermore,

hypertension was a major underlying cause for cardiac

deaths at that time, and this ailment would not have been

influenced by vaccination. Thus, the conclusion drawn in

the study may actually be clouding perception and con-

cealing the truth from unseeing eyes.

Mass H1N1 vaccination: to do or not to do

The authors do not question the necessity of developing

effective vaccine strategies against H1N1. There is no

intent to criticize, and less still to blame any of the deci-

sion-makers for the course the program has taken thus far.

Quite to the contrary, it is recognized that the preparations

undertaken to face the H1N1 as well as the H5N1 threat set

impressive standards for the future [19–21]. Of ultimate

importance now is wise timing of the next move.

Foremost, the question to be answered is whether the

hazards of conducting mass vaccinations at the present

stage might outweigh the expected benefits. One argument

in favor of mass vaccination derives from observational

studies reporting reductions in all-cause mortality in older

persons who had been vaccinated against seasonal flu vs.

non-vaccinated individuals [22–28]. At present, however,

H1N1-related mortality is very low in Europe, and whether

it will rise to the extent observed with seasonal flu in winter

simply cannot be predicted.

To quote EMEA (European Medicines Agency): ‘‘Public

confidence in vaccination programs may only be maintained

if it is considered that competent authorities will access the

safety of vaccines in a timely and adequate manner and take

appropriate action. This includes investigation of rare and

unexpected adverse events, increases in the occurrence of

known adverse reactions and careful analysis of theoretical

concerns’’. Now, should any of the thoughts expressed here

contain just a grain of truth, this cannot but be uncovered by

the sheer numeric power of the program. If, in retrospect,

vaccination should turn out to have been unnecessary because

a virulent H1N1-virus never emerged, consequences for the

responsible parties can be foreseen, and public faith in pre-

ventive medicine will be shaken to the roots.

Must these risks be taken? The production of sufficient

H1N1 vaccines is guaranteed, and the world is now armed

to conquer the hypervirulent virus, should it ever emerge.

Surveillance programs have been installed to ensure that

the new foe is quickly tracked down, and action could then

be immediately taken.

So why play out a trump prematurely? Man has already

won the first round in the race against this adversary. Why

not hold mass vaccination in reserve? Or, if the vaccination

program is implemented, would it not be prudent to use

non-adjuvanted vaccine in individuals at risk? We have

focused on cardiovascular disorders but the arguments

would extend to other diseases that harbor immunopatho-

logical components. Finally, if the decision is still made to

uniformly employ adjuvanted vaccines, careful survey

systems should be implemented to clearly establish that

the concerns expressed here, in particular the potential of

adjuvanted vaccines to precipitate cardiovascular events,

are nothing more than theory.
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